In development or ready
for market - it’s all here

MONSTER
DROP

BENCHMARK’S Monster Drop sees players time
the drop of the highenergy ball so it falls through
the jackpot, the mystery value or ticket win values.
If a ball drops in an add bonus ball hole, balls are
reserved until, if they make it in a drop bonus ball
hole, it's multiplay. If players bounce a ball up onto
the platform and into the monster jackpot hole they
win a huge twoplayer cumulative jackpot.

TOUCH FX
SINGLE

UDC will present Adrenaline Amusement's ticket
redemption game Touch FX, featuring Fruit Ninja, as a
singleplayer unit at this year's Park Avenue open day.
Representing a new era in arcade video gaming, it
features unlimited future game control applications
and refreshed game content.

GO GO GRAND
PRIX
A HYBRID concept that sees the evolution
of the slotcar toy/hobby genre fused with
the latest video game technology, Go Go
Grand Prix is a crossgenerational, four
player game aimed at families and
children of all ages. Testing of the
machine has shown that over 20 per cent
of play comes from four player group play
and 50 per cent from three or more players. It
has a game turnaround time averaging under two
minutes and is all about being different to anything else out there. Distributed by
Electrocoin, it is available in four different configurations and it can be operated
as amusement only, customisable tournament mode, midway style redemption
mode and regular redemption mode.

TRAP
DOOR
THE Trap Door merchandiser from
Benchmark sees players skilfully stop the
spinning light in the win zones, which
then cause the trap door to crank open,
until finally, the prize falls through the
chute. Then, to reload the prize, a claw
automatically seeks out and grabs another
toy and drops it on the trap door ready for
the next player.

COUNT
DRACULA

COUNT Dracula is a spinning reelbased
ticket redemption machine from UDC that
features spooky Dracula and a monster
theme. It features switchable percentage
controls and the price of play is 10 pence.

CRAZY WHEELS
A HIGHLY stylised twoseater sports car
children's ride from UDC, with 'pimpedout'
paint work and crazy wheels, Crazy
Wheels features interactive sounds,
sturdy motion base, with an optional
pressure sensitive mat to stop all
motion and a multicoin mechanism
for price of play flexibility.
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